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Abstract
Background: Intestinal malabsorption in the elderly is infrequent, and clinical features are muted so that the diagnosis is often missed. Physiologic changes with aging are restricted to altered absorption of calcium and perhaps zinc and magnesium; however, achlorhydria can lead to impaired absorption of vitamin B₁₂, folic acid, and calcium. Methods and Results: Small bowel bacterial overgrowth occurs more commonly in elderly than in younger patients, accompanying gastric hypochlorhydria, altered intestinal motor activity, or diseases such as Parkinson’s disease. Changes in pancreatic anatomy and secretion occur but are insufficient to produce macronutrient malabsorption. In addition to pancreatic cancer and pancreatic stones, older patients may present with severe pancreatic insufficiency of unknown etiology. Celiac disease is recognized as very common at all ages and may not become evident until late in life. Manifestations of celiac disease in the elderly are occult and the diagnosis often is not considered until serologic tests are performed and confirmed by upper small intestinal biopsy. Associated intestinal lymphoma, esophageal carcinoma, intestinal pseudo-obstruction, and splenic atrophy may be more common in the elderly. Treatment of older patients with celiac disease with a gluten-free diet may be difficult, and intensive vitamin and micronutrient replacement is mandatory. A pragmatic approach to the evaluation of malabsorption in elderly patients is discussed.

Introduction

Medical students who are introduced to the subject of malabsorption generally visualize an emaciated child whose major symptoms are diarrhea accompanied by the passage of foul-smelling oily stools. In contrast to this clinical picture, the majority of adult patients with malabsorption describe minimal gastrointestinal symptoms of colonic dysfunction, such as excessive bloating, crampy abdominal pain, and the passage of excess gas. Many others do not have overt gastrointestinal symptoms at all, but present with micronutrient depletion or deficiency. This is particularly pertinent in the elderly, who appear to adjust well to malabsorption-induced colonic dysfunction. The micronutrient depletion most often present includes fat-soluble vitamin deficiency, particularly the consequences of vitamin D deficiency, as well as folate and vitamin B₁₂ depletion, and low serum iron or iron deficiency anemia. Trace metal deficiencies may occur in patients with primary disorders of the small bowel epithelium and frequently are not recognized.
Structural and Functional Changes in the Small Intestine

In order to distinguish diseases that lead to impaired intestinal absorption from changes that may occur with the aging process, it is necessary to be aware of these age-related decrements in digestive and absorptive functions. Based upon older studies, there is the misconception that small intestinal villus height and surface area are reduced compared with that in young controls. However, careful evaluation of jejunal biopsy specimens from healthy elderly volunteers shows that the anatomy of epithelial cells and the surface area does not differ from that found in the young [1]. In the rat, although villus cell numbers in the proximal small intestine are similar in the young and old, crypt cell numbers are greater in Fischer 344 rats over age 24 months [2] accompanied by increased epithelial cell proliferation [3] and altered controls of cell production [4]. Similar changes have been described in the human small bowel epithelium [5]. Thus, abnormalities in upper intestinal villus architecture in an elderly person appear to be the result of disease and not the aging process. There is little evidence for reduction in brush border disaccharidases enzymes with aging, with the exception of lactase (lactase-phlorizin hydrolase), the activity of which falls dramatically in the majority of the world’s population with age. One careful study of lactose malabsorption and intolerance showed that subjects over age 74 years showed significantly lower lactose absorption based upon breath hydrogen analysis than younger individuals. However, intolerance symptoms amongst patients with malabsorption were less in the elderly [6]. Although there is evidence for a decrease in the small intestinal concentrations of other brush border enzymes in rodents [7], there is little confirmation of this change in humans.

There is abundant discordance in studies of changes in the absorption of macronutrients and some micronutrients with advanced age. One reason for this discrepancy is that mucosal weight and the content of epithelial cell transporters and some enzymes is higher per unit length of intestine in older rodents than in the young. Thus when intestinal absorption is studied as a function of protein concentration, it often is found to be reduced in older animals when compared to the young [8]. However, when calculated as a function of intestinal length, absorption usually is found to be unaltered [9, 10].

Lipid absorption overall appears to be little altered by the aging process [11]. Lymphatic fat and apolipo-

Intestinal Micronutrient Absorption

Although there is little evidence for major malabsorption of macronutrients as a physiologic function of age, selected impaired absorption of several micronutrients does occur. Very early studies suggested that atrophy of the colonic mucosa occurs with advancing age [16], associated with alterations in water and electrolyte transport. Renal responses to sodium restriction are impaired in the elderly [17]; however in a recent study, mineralocorticoid-sensitive electrogenic sodium absorption was not lower in biopsies from the colon of human volunteers over the age of seventy [18]. The absorption of metal ions as a function of age has not received much attention; however, a recent report of careful studies in the rat suggests that zinc absorption may be considerably decreased, magnesium absorption decreased only moderately, and copper absorption is unaffected [19]. To the author’s knowledge, detailed examination of small intestinal metal transporters as a function of age in humans or rodents has not been performed.

It is well known that calcium absorption falls with advancing age, which contributes to age-associated osteopenia [20]. Reduced calcium absorption appears to result from alteration of vitamin D metabolism or their effects at the intestinal level [21]. Plasma 1,25-dihydroxy vitamin D₃ (1,25(OH)₂D₃) levels are lower in the elderly than in the young [21], and this has been ascribed to impaired formation of this hormone at the level of the kidney [22]. It is now recognized that intestinal epithelial cells can synthesize the active form of vitamin D, 1,25(OH)₂D₃ from circulating 25-hydroxy vitamin D₃ [23]. Such local production of 1,25(OH)₂D₃ may determine vitamin D activity in the intestine. Whether this function is altered in the elderly is unknown.
**Vitamin B₁₂ Malabsorption**

Vitamin B₁₂ depletion is very common in the elderly. In an evaluation of the Framingham study population, up to 15% of people over the age of 65 were described as showing evidence of vitamin B₁₂ deficiency and many of these had serum vitamin B₁₂ levels within the conventionally defined normal range [24]. Vitamin B₁₂ absorption requires hydrolysis of food-bound vitamin B₁₂ in the stomach, binding of the released B₁₂ to a gastric protein – the R binder with the subsequent release of vitamin B₁₂ from R binding by acid and pancreatic enzymes. B₁₂ binding to intrinsic factor and absorption of the B₁₂ intrinsic factor complex is accomplished by specific receptors in the ileum. Pernicious anemia, due to atrophic gastritis, with failure to secrete intrinsic factor into the stomach as well as surgical resection or diseases of the ileum preventing intestinal absorption, represent the cause of vitamin B₁₂ deficiency in only a minority of elderly patients. The most common cause of such deficiency is food-bound vitamin B₁₂ malabsorption, associated with reduced gastric acid secretion and atrophic gastritis. In such patients, although intrinsic factor secretion is maintained, the absence of gastric acid results in failure of vitamin B₁₂ to be released from food [25]. Food-bound B₁₂ malabsorption may be associated with significant neurologic, psychologic, and hematologic abnormalities [26]. Malabsorption of food-bound B₁₂ responds not only to parental vitamin B₁₂ therapy, but the disorder may be treated with oral crystalline vitamin B₁₂ in doses of 250–1,000 μg/day. This regimen eliminates B₁₂ depletion and maintains normal serum vitamin B₁₂ levels, together with reversal of clinical abnormalities in most patients.

Folic acid is absorbed mainly in the upper small intestine so that diseases of this area of the bowel frequently lead to reduced circulating folic acid and evidence of megaloblastic anemia. In addition, it should be recognized that folic acid in foods is present as the heptapeptide requiring hydrolysis by pancreatic enzymes with the release of monoglutamate folic acid. Optimal absorption of folate monoglutamate requires a pH < 7 [27], thus achlorhydria can result in reduced folic acid absorption and folate depletion [28]. One factor that may modify folate depletion in the presence of achlorhydria is jejunal bacterial overgrowth, since the abundance of bacteria in the upper small intestine may produce folic acid, overcoming folate malabsorption due to the high pH. It should also be remembered that, whereas vitamin B₁₂ stores are quite limited and folic acid deficiency in the absence of absorption of food folate may occur within weeks or months.

**Small Intestinal Bacterial Overgrowth Syndrome**

Small intestinal bacterial overgrowth may induce occult malabsorption in the elderly, although the frequency of this disorder has been disputed [29, 30]. Structural causes such as post-gastrectomy states and intestinal strictures may result in bacterial overgrowth as also occurs in younger subjects; upper intestinal diverticulosis is common in advanced age, but rarely induces complications such as malabsorption [31]. Bacterial overgrowth in the absence of structural abnormalities appears to occur in older individuals based on breath H₂ analysis after a 50-gram glucose challenge [32] and may lead to nutritional deficiencies [33]. Such small bowel bacterial overgrowth may be associated with gastric achlorhydria [34, 35], but in some subjects appears to result from altered intestinal motor function rather than changes in gastric pH or changes in luminal IgA secretion [36]. Thorough studies of motor activity in the elderly demonstrate some delay in gastric emptying, but little effect in overall small and large bowel transit [37, 38]. The classic observations of Vantrappen’s group [38] showed that changes in interdigestive motor complexes occur in patients with bacterial overgrowth and it has been suggested that this is the mechanism for malabsorption in the absence of structural alterations. However, one study in a small number of elderly subjects showed no evidence of abnormalities in the interdigestive (housekeeping) motor complex [39]. More important, probably, are diseases such as depression, hypothyroidism, and Parkinson’s disease and the use of certain drugs such as antidepressants, analgesics, and calcium channel antagonists that slow gastrointestinal transit [40]. Enteric nervous system neuron dysfunction clearly can occur as a function of age [41], although consistent clinical effects are not universal.

**Pancreatic Disease**

Cross-sectional studies comparing younger with older individuals suggest that minor decrements in pancreatic enzyme output occur with advancing age. However, functional as well as structural changes do not occur in everyone, nor do they begin at a specific age or progress continuously. It has been suggested that arteriosclerosis may
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reduce pancreatic blood flow and that intralobular fibrosis, accompanied by ductal epithelial hyperplasia and pancreatic atrophy, occurs to a modest extent [42]. Irregularity and dilatation of the main pancreatic duct and its secondary duct branches may be seen in abdominal ultrasound examinations [43] and by endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) in elderly patients [44]. Overall, however, such structural changes are not necessarily associated with decrements in pancreatic function. Some studies have suggested a reduction of up to 40% in secretin-pancreozymin-stimulated lipase, trypsinogen and bicarbonate secretions [45]. However, it should be remembered that malabsorption does not occur until 80–90% of pancreatic enzyme secretion is lost. Some studies have suggested that serum levels of pancreatic enzymes may be elevated in elderly patients without evidence of pancreatic disease [46].

Pancreatic insufficiency with enough reduction in function and enzyme secretion to produce malabsorption may become apparent in the elderly without a previous history of pancreatic disorders. The classical description of pancreatic insufficiency of unknown etiology by Amman and Sulser [47] showed that 75% of pancreatic insufficiency of unknown etiology throughout the life span was present in the older age range. Amman’s group suggested that ‘vascular insufficiency’ was responsible for pancreatic insufficiency in the elderly. Patients with pancreatic exocrine insufficiency and pancreatic calcification without the usual associated etiologic factors have been described from France [48] and Japan [49]. It is possible that the diagnosis in some of these patients was the more recently reported disease of immune-mediated lymphocytic chronic pancreatitis [50, 51]. Indeed, the patients described by Laugier and Sarles [48] in France may have had this disorder since they were originally described as having hyperglobulinemia and elevations of IgG4 have now become recognized as occurring frequently in autoimmune idiopathic pancreatitis. Some authors have suggested that pancreatic insufficiency should be sought in older patients who suffer from weight loss of unknown etiology [52] or ‘geriatric cachexia’, but this is probably rarely the case. Pancreatic insufficiency also, of course, may occur as a result of chronic alcohol consumption, and individuals with chronic pancreatitis secondary to excessive alcohol intake may survive into the geriatric age group. Gallstone pancreatitis, although more frequent in the elderly than in the young, uncommonly results in chronic atrophic pancreatitis. Diabetes mellitus has been associated with pancreatic insufficiency in several studies [53].

Another form of chronic pancreatitis that is important in older patients is obstructive pancreatitis, caused either by an ampullary tumor or by carcinoma at the head of the pancreas. This usually is not associated with pancreatic calcification and protein plugs since it is of relatively acute onset. In this situation the main pancreatic duct often is dilated, which is uncommonly found in patients with alcoholic or idiopathic pancreatitis. Occasionally, stones may obstruct the pancreatic ducts, leading to chronic pancreatitis and malabsorption. Pancreatic duct stones increase in prevalence with advancing age and is seen in as many as 15% of patients older than 90 years [49].

Most patients with severe pancreatic insufficiency present with voluminous oily stools, near-normal serum albumin levels, and a normal xylose tolerance test. Tests of pancreatic insufficiency as the cause of malabsorption may be invasive and specific, noninvasive and indirect, or anatomical. Specific testing for a reduction in pancreatic enzyme output, following stimulation with a meal or cholecystokinin-pancreozymin requires the passage of a duodenal tube and is rarely performed in elderly patients, except in research facilities. Anatomical tests of pancreatic abnormalities include the presence of extensive pancreatic calcification, ultrasound examination, CT scanning, and/or ERCP to demonstrate widening of major and minor ducts. These changes imply but do not prove the presence of atrophy of parenchymal acinar tissue. Indirect functional tests include pancreatic lauryl testing, the p-aminobenzoic acid test and measurement of fecal elastase. All of these tests will be diagnostic if pancreatic insufficiency is severe. Fecal elastase determination has been utilized to evaluate subclinical covert reductions in exocrine pancreatic function in elderly individuals. One study of 914 subjects 50–75 years of age showed some reduction in fecal elastase (<200 per μg feces) in 11.5% and severe insufficiency (<100 per μg feces) in over 5% [54]. Since other studies have also shown reduction in fecal elastase with advancing age, this test may be optimal to evaluate pancreatic function in older individuals.

Investigation of Structural Changes

Evaluation of structural diseases of the small intestine classically has required barium studies of the small bowel or endoscopy, such as push enteroscopy and colonoscopy with evaluation of the distal ileum. Recently, capsule endoscopy has been introduced and has greatly expanded our ability to evaluate small bowel disorders.
using a minimally invasive method that is more suitable for older patients than complex visual endoscopy. How could capsule endoscopy assist in the diagnosis management of disorders resulting from malabsorption? Capsule endoscopy has increasingly been used for the diagnosis of early Crohn’s disease of the distal bowel [55]. Furthermore, it has been used to evaluate patients with suspected celiac diseases or malabsorption of unknown etiology [56, 57]. In celiac disease that is unresponsive to a gluten-free diet, capsule endoscopy can be used to determine whether patients may have ulcerative jejunitis and the presence of small bowel lymphoma. Capsule endoscopy is a painless and relatively noninvasive diagnostic tool but has the rare risk of entrapment of the capsule in strictures or diverticula. Thus, some authors recommend that small bowel X-rays should be performed to exclude these disorders prior to the administration of the capsule [58].

Celiac Disease

Celiac disease now is recognized as a very common genetic disorder that occurs in 1 in 100–150 of the population in many parts of the world [59, 60]. Most patients display no or minimal symptoms so that the diagnosis is often delayed [61] and must be suspected in individuals who are at increased risk, including patients with dermatitis herpetiformis, family members of patients with celiac disease, patients with certain autoimmune disorders, including autoimmune thyroiditis [62] and those with juvenile diabetes. In addition, physicians should suspect the disease in patients with pronounced or early osteoporosis, unexplained low serum iron determinations or iron deficiency anemia, or low serum folic acid measurements [63, 64]. In the absence of symptoms, the diagnosis often is made by tests for the antibody to tissue transglutaminase. Even if symptoms of malabsorption are present, elderly individuals display less severe complaints than younger adult patients with celiac disease, thus, the disease is very covert and often is not diagnosed until serologic tests or small bowel biopsy [65] are performed. Serologic testing for tissue transglutaminase has not been standardized at the present time, so that small bowel biopsy confirmation is important to confirm the diagnosis. In any case, celiac disease is much more common in the elderly than generally is recognized. About one quarter of the newly diagnosed patients with celiac disease are over the age of 60 [66], and many celiacs diagnosed young are reaching ‘old age’. The usual colonic symptoms that are seen in patients with celiac disease that result from the passage of unabsorbed macronutrients and bile acids into the large intestine are muted in the elderly, who may complain only of vague dyspepsia [67] or have manifestations only of micronutrient deficiencies. Celiac disease also may behave different in the elderly than in the young, because lymphoma of the small intestine may be more common [68] and small intestinal and squamous cell esophageal carcinomas occur in excess of expected estimates from age-adjusted cancer registries [69]. Some patients with celiac disease also have weight loss and chronic gastrointestinal blood loss associated with diffuse intestinal ulceration [70]. Splenic atrophy, associated with cavitation of mesenteric lymph nodes [71] or intestinal pseudo-obstruction, also occurs [72].

Studies of younger celiac patients who have been treated with a gluten-free diet for a long period of time have shown that the intestinal architecture is usually distorted and that modest malabsorption may be present [73]. This decrement in intestinal absorptive function may be added to the minor changes that occur as a function of age, and thus be exaggerated in such celiac disease individuals. The recorded prevalence of several malignancies amongst patients with celiac disease ranges from 11 to 14% and appears to increase with the duration of clinical follow-up.

When the diagnosis of celiac disease is made, the management of older patients with a gluten-free diet does not differ from that of younger individuals. However, older patients may have difficulty in changing lifestyles, and careful introduction of the diet is crucial. The patient may tend to neglect maintaining such a gluten-free diet, so that intense involvement of trained dietitians usually is needed to effect a satisfactory dietary regimen. Furthermore, secondary vitamin and micronutrient deficiencies must be treated more intensively than in the young, since the effect of the disease is added to changes in vitamin homeostasis that occur in the elderly. Particular care should be taken in the management of calcium and vitamin D homeostasis in older patients with celiac disease who already may have underlying osteopenia before the development of overt disease. In order to lower the frequency of crippling and disabling fractures, repeated measurements of bone densitometry is important to insure adequate treatment of calcium or vitamin D deficiency, often in conjunction with bisphosphonates. A strict gluten-free diet also will increase bone density.

Small bowel resection involving significant length of the ileum leads to malabsorption of bile salts with or without steatorrhea and carbohydrate and protein as well as micronutrient malabsorption if the resection involves
primarily the jejunum. Older patients recover small bowel function following intestinal resection at a slower rate than the young.

A pragmatic workup of suspected malabsorption in an elderly patient usually avoids complex and invasive testing. Prolonged fecal collections are poorly tolerated, but a simple qualitative test for fat malabsorption will diagnose steatorrhea of >15 g/day. The 25-gram xylose test with 1- and 2-hour xylose determinations has been validated in the elderly. The 1-gram 14C-xylose breath test has high specificity and sensitivity for diagnosing bacterial overgrowth, but is not available in many centers – often the response to therapeutic testing with antibiotics is the way that such bacterial overgrowth is diagnosed. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy with biopsies is the only specific test for celiac disease and collection of luminal contents for quantitative bacterial counting can be performed simultaneously. Pancreatic insufficiency can be diagnosed using fecal elastase testing, and imaging of the pancreas can suggest the presence of chronic pancreatitis.
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